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Learning Goal:
Participants will understand ethical issues in public health and
apply ethical principles in their roles.

Objectives:
■ Participants will:
–
–

SESSION 5
GOALS + OBJECTIVES

–
–

Explain basic ethical principles in public health
Describe how an ethics committee can impact the
work of a public health department or board
Apply public health ethics analysis when
implementing public health programming or policies
Identify individuals responsible for sharing
information with the media, stakeholders, and
community members

Competencies:
■

Apply ethical principles in accessing, collecting, analyzing,
using, maintaining and disseminating data and information

■

Incorporate ethical standards of practice into all interactions
with individuals, organizations and communities

INTRODUCTION TO ETHICS
Michael Pentella
Director
State Hygienic Laboratory

GOOD DECISION MAKING IN REAL TIME:
PRACTICAL PUBLIC HEALTH ETHICS FOR
LOCAL HEALTH OFFICIALS
Slides Adapted from the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science,
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and
Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019

What are Ethics?
■ Ethics are the standards of conduct that direct a group (institutions)
or individual. In particular, it relates to the appropriate use of the
power held by a group or individual. (Mosby's Dictionary of
Complementary and Alternative Medicine. (c) 2005, Elsevier.)
■ Institutions and individuals are required to act ethically and fulfill
ethical obligations

“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Why You Need a Formal Approach to Ethics


Innovation and emergent technology
 Relevant laws or guidance not yet developed
 Common morality not obviously relevant



Lack of consensus
 Existing laws or statutes in conflict
 Stakeholders intensely disagree
 Need to prioritize or compromise



Doing better what you already do
 Better recognize ethical issues
 Better utilize ethics resources
 More confidently address ethical challenges

“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science,
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Required Skills for Public Health Professionals
■ Identify the ethical dimensions of public health work,
■ Articulate conflicting values and ethical dilemmas when they arise,
■ Deliberate on options and courses of action using inclusive methods
that engage individuals and groups affected by public health work,
and
■ Implement and evaluate solutions to keep the process open for
revision, especially in situations where information is limited or
developing quickly.

■ A code of ethics is a promise to society.

“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of
Science, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

What is Public Health Ethics?
Principles – The rules, norms, and values relevant to the
practice of public health
Problems – The kinds of recurrent ethical challenges public
officials face

Procedures – Systematic approaches to address ethical
dilemmas and challenges that arise in public health practice
Practice – An upstream, ethics-in-all-policies approach to
decision making

“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Belmont Principles
Respect for persons
Autonomy [informed consent, privacy protection]
Protection of those with diminished autonomy

Beneficence and non-maleficence
Promoting health and treating disease
Do not harm
Maximizing benefits, minimizing harms

Justice
Giving persons what they deserve, equal access
Fair distribution of burdens and benefits
Procedural justice or due process
“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Public Health Core Values and Principles
Values

Principles

Health
• Protecting the public’s health
• Promoting health
• Preventing disease
• Affirming health as a human right

Address root cause for prevention

Community
• Interdependence
• Solidarity
• Trust building, collaboration
• Health equity

Display cultural competence

Respond to problems in a timely way
Enhance the environment

Respect community member rights

Gain community consent
Establish collaborations to build trust
Achieve health equity

Evidence-informed action
Base programs on scientific information
• Commitment to translating the best
Maintain data confidentiality
available scientific knowledge into public
Ensure competence of practitioners
health interventions
Give stakeholders a fair hearing
Adapted from Public Health Leadership Society. 2002. Principles of the Ethical Practice of Public Health. Available at: https://stacks.cdc.gov/view/cdc/5595

“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Public Health
Code of Ethics
Developed by American Public Health Association in
2002 (Updated in 2019)
Set of professional standards and expectations for
public health practitioners

Public Health Code of Ethics: Core Values
The following core ethical values are equally important and are not presented in rank order.
These values are multifaceted conceptually and can be realized in practice in different
ways. They do not have simple definitions. They require ongoing and explicit refection and
reaffirmation.
Six Core Values with related responsibilities:
Professionalism and Trust
Health & Safety
Health Justice & Equity
Interdependence and Solidarity
Human Rights and Civil Liberties
Inclusivity and Engagement

Public Health Code of Ethics:
Ethical Action Guidance
12 Domains:
1.

Conduct and disseminate assessments focused on population health status and public
health issues facing the community
2. Investigate health problems and environmental public health hazards to protect the
community
3. Inform and educate the public about health issues and functions
4. Engage with the community to identify and address health problems
5. Develop public health policies and plans
6. Enforce public health laws
7. Promote improved access to social resources conductive to health and health care
8. Maintain a competent public health workforce
9. Evaluate and continuously improve processes, programs and interventions
10. Contribute to and apply the evidence base of public health
11. Maintain administrative and management capacity
12. Maintain capacity to engage with public health governing entities

Clinical Ethics vs. Public Health Ethics
Clinical Ethics Focus/Tendency

Public Health Ethics Focus/Tendency

Treatment

Prevention

Clinicians making medical interventions

Wide array of intervention types

‘Authority’ based on doctor/profession

Authority based on police powers

Enforcing rules of professional conduct

Law/policy a key tool of the profession

Fiduciary relation to patient

Public stewardship

Individual patients

Populations and communities

Individual benefit and harm

Greatest net social good

Justice focus largely on access to care

Social justice and health equity primary

Individual informed consent

Community consent and engagement

Individual autonomy

Relational autonomy, solidarity, Interdependence

“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Law vs. Ethics
Law and ethics both:
Establish rules and standards of behavior
Foster and operationalize foundational values
Limit and constrain actions

Law versus ethics:
Legal permission versus ethical aspiration (can versus should)
Externally imposed versus self-imposed
Enforced through fines or punishment versus autonomous discretion

Enforcement trumps discretion:
When an ethical rule is also a law
Some actions cannot be left to individual discretion (obeying traffic signs)
“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Dealing with Uncertainty
Lawyer may be unable to provide advice about what one ought to do
Where law does not require or prohibit
And no legal precedent to guide
Limit of professional role

Ethics may help in thinking through options
Identifying options
Delineating justification for or against

“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Types of Ethical Problems
Professional and ethical
orientation

Education

Personal or professional
misconduct

Compliance Determinations

Regulatory or compliance
issue
Ethical dilemmas and
conflicts that arise
unexpectedly
Establishing a public health
ethics in all policies
approach

• Training and practice in desired job skills
and abilities
• Will serve to define one’s duties and
responsibilities
• Based on established laws, rules or
guidance docs
• Choice between compliance and noncompliance

Ethical Deliberations
• Utilitarian weighing and balancing of
stakeholder claims and values in relation
to program goals
• Designing and choosing the best or
optimum course of action

“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Ethical Challenges
Public Health Officials Regularly Face
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Balancing individual liberty with protecting the public
Managing potential conflicts of interest with donors
Engaging communities in ways that foster trust
Using and managing surveillance data in ways
that protects privacy and confidentiality
Allocating scarce resources
Controlling infectious diseases
Serving immigrants and refugees
Negotiating political contexts and constraints
Complying with ethical and legal regulations
Applying legal authority appropriately and consistently

“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Making Good Ethical Decisions
Ethics involves making good discretionary choices
Constraints limit discretionary power
Every prospective action or project is subject to specific and background
constraints
Time limitations
Technological or knowledge limitations
Resource constraints (budget, personnel, physical plant)
Political constraints
Community and stakeholder values and interests
Limited authority or power
Legal and ethical rules

Legal/ethical reasoning is in its element analyzing the scope
of discretionary action

The practical challenges
To creatively design and evaluate alternatives within the scope imposed by
specific and background constraints
To justify one’s decisions in ways that reflect public health criteria and that
resonate with community and stakeholder values
“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

3-Step Ethical Analysis Procedure
(Gather relevant facts)

(Design and)

(Publicly)

Analyze

Evaluate

Justify

Public health goals

Utility

Effectiveness

Stakeholder values, claims,
and interests

Respect

Proportionality

Risks and harms

Justice

Necessity

Contextual
appropriateness

Least infringement

Legal authority and
constraints on action
Relevant precedents,
guidance documents, and
ethics resources

Reasonable trade-offs
between stakeholder
interests and values

“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Standard Practice:
Public Health Ethics-in-all-Policies Approach
■ Cross-cutting relevance of public health ethics
■ Precedents
–
–
–

Writing across the curriculum
Health/health equity in all policies
Green construction initiatives

■ Upstream incorporation
–

Integrated into everyday practice

–

Brings ethics into planning and design phase

–

More cost effective than retrofitting

–

Best preparation for unexpected ethical challenges

“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Implementing Public Health Ethics
in your Health Department
■ Ethics deliberative process
■ Networking and partnerships

■ Training through professional associations and webinars
■ Resources
– CDC Public Health Ethics Website
– NACCHO Ethics Website
– APHA Ethics Section

“Good Decision Making in Real Time: Practical Public Health Ethics for Local Health Officials.” Developed by the Office of Scientific Integrity, Office of Science, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services. Originally Released August 2012, Revised June 2019.

Flint, Michigan: Lead in Drinking Water

15 People Charged as Criminally Responsible
■

Director of Michigan’s Department of
Health and Human Services

■

Director of DHHS program for maternal,
infant and early childhood

■

Michigan’s Chief Medical Executive

■

■

Flint Emergency Manager ( 2 people)

Data manager for DHHS Health Homes
and Lead Poisoning Prevention

■

Flint Public Works Superintendent

■

Director of Bureau of Epidemiology

■

Flint Utilities Director

■

Flint Supervisor of water quality

■

Head of Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality’s drinking Water
Unit

■

DEQ water official

■

■

DEQ Water Quality Analyst

Lansing district coordinator for DEQ Office
of Drinking Water and Municipal
Assistance

■

DEQ Specialist for community drinking
water unit

QUESTIONS?

LOCAL PERSPECTIVE:

SCOTT COUNTY ETHICS COMMITTEE

Brooke Barnes
Community Health Consultant/Public Information Officer
Scott County Public Health

SCOTT COUNTY
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Davenport, Iowa

Development of an Ethics Policy
■ Policy/process for the identification and resolution of
ethical issues that arise from the department’s
program, policies, interventions, or employee/ employer
relations.
■ Prompt for a formal, written policy and process: public
health accreditation

PHAB Standards & Measures 1.5
■ Public Health Accreditation Board – Standards & Measures 1.5
– Efforts to achieve the goal of protecting and promoting the public’s health have inherent
ethical challenges. Understanding the ethical dimensions of policies and decisions is
important for the provision of effective public health.
– Should be handled through an explicit, rigorous, and standard manner that uses critical
reasoning.
■ Requires:
– Transparent process
– Opportunity for input from affected stakeholders
– Consideration of best evidence available
– Opportunity to evaluate decisions as new information comes available
– Provision for accountability of the decision makers

SCHD’s Ethics Policy
■ Developed in 2017; signed in January 2018
■ Purpose:
– The Scott County Health Department’s Ethics Policy guides the ethical analysis of public
health issues in Scott County. It functions to:
■

Identify and clarify the ethical issue at hand.

■

Analyze the issue by looking at alternative options for action and their consequences.

■

Resolve the issue by deciding which option best aligns with the Public Health Code of Ethics.

Values and Beliefs Underlying the Code
Health
1. Humans have a right to the resources necessary for health.
Community
2. Humans are inherently social and interdependent.
3. The effectiveness of institutions depends heavily on the
public’s trust.
4. Collaboration is a key element to public health.
5. People and their physical environment are interdependent.
6. Each person in a community should have an opportunity to
contribute to public discourse.
7. Identifying and promoting the fundamental requirements for
health in a community are of primary concern to public health.
Bases for Action
8. Knowledge is important and powerful.
9. Science is the basis for much of our public health knowledge.
10.People are responsible to act on the basis of what they know.
Action is not based on information alone.

SCHD’s Ethics Policy
■ Scope: Ethical considerations that fall within the guidelines of this policy include, but
are not limited to:
– Distribution of limited resources (vaccine, personal protective equipment)
during a public health emergency.
– Actual or perceived conflict of interest in working with vendors.
– Isolation, quarantine, or legal action against an individual to protect the health
of others.

SCHD’s Ethics Structure
The public health ethics decision-making process is spearheaded by the Scott County Health
Department (SCHD) Ethics Committee.

SCHD’s Ethics Committee
Committee Responsibilities
 Ethical analysis/review of issues presented

 Provide opportunity for input from affected
stakeholders (staff, community members,
community partners)

 Provide input during the development of new
policies and procedures or make
recommendations to resolve issues regarding
current policies and procedures

 Consider best evidence available in
addressing each public health ethical issue
(public health research, input from subject
matter experts, and other evidence available
for review)

 Ensure a transparent deliberation process
 Advise actions that should be taken
through the documentation of deliberations in
meeting minutes and a final report

Ethics Committee Process
Ethical issue
is identified
and
submitted to
SCHD
director

SCHD Director and
Board of Health make
final decision regarding
handling of ethical issue

Director
determines
issues requiring
review by Ethics
Committee

Information gathered by
Ethics Committee
Members
(stakeholders, experts,
other resources)

SCHD Director and
Board of Health review
recommendations, gather
clarification if needed

Ethical
analysis
completed

Committee provides
recommendations to
SCHD Director and
Board of Health

Ethical Analysis
Review the ethical issue
1. What are the public health risks and harms of concern in this particular issue?
2. What are the public health goals?
3. Are precedent cases or the historical context relevant?
4. Could this decision or situation be damaging to someone or to some group? Does this
decision involve a choice between a good and bad alternative, or perhaps between two
"goods" or between two "bads"?
5. Is this issue about more than what is legal or what is most efficient? If so, how?

Ethical Analysis
Get the facts
1. What are the relevant facts of the case? What does the research (evidence-based, peerreviewed) say? What facts are not known? Can more be learned about the situation? Is
enough known to make a decision?
2. What individuals and groups have an important stake in the outcome? Are some
concerns more important? Why?
3. What are the options for acting? Have all the relevant persons and groups been
consulted? Has the committee identified creative options?
4. Does the Public Health Code of Ethics provide guidance?

Ethical Analysis
Evaluate alternative actions:
Which option will produce the most good and do the
(The Utilitarian Approach)
least harm?
Which option best respects the rights of all who
have a stake?

(The Rights Approach)

Which option treats people equally or
proportionately?

(The Justice Approach)

Which option best serves the community as a
whole, not just some members?

(The Common Good Approach)

Which option leads me SCHD to act in accordance
with its mission and vision?

(The Virtue Approach)

Ethical Analysis
Make a decision and provide justification for public health action
Effectiveness

Is the public health goal likely to be accomplished?

Proportionality

Will the probable benefits of the action outweigh the infringed moral
considerations?

Necessity

Is it necessary to override the conflicting ethical claims in order to
achieve the public health goal?

Least infringement

Is the action the least restrictive and least intrusive?

Public justification

Can public health agents offer public health justification for the
action or policy that citizens and in particular those most affected
find acceptable?

Ethics - Conflict of Interest
■ The Iowa Code defines conflict of interest as a board member as intentional
personal benefit for the member and/or their spouse.
– Full disclosure of conflict of interest
– Abstain from voting on any decision in which there is a conflict of interest
■ Conflict of interest disclosure statement

Ethics in Public Health
■ H1N1 Influenza – 2009
– Limited vaccine availability
– Priority populations
■ Communicable disease isolation and quarantine measures
■ COVID-19
– Possibility of limited vaccine availability
– Priority populations

QUESTIONS?

LOCAL PERSPECTIVE:

CLOSING CRESTVIEW MOBILE HOME PARK
Margaret Jaynes
Director
Story County Environmental Health Department

-CLOSING CRESTVIEWSTORY COUNTY’S APPROACH
TO CLOSING AN UNSAFE
MOBILE HOME PARK
WAS IT THE ETHICAL THING TO DO?
Presenter: Margaret Cemashko Jaynes
Story County Environmental Health, Director

Partnerships and Collaborations
Story County
Community Services

Residents of the mobile
home park

Story County Board of
Supervisors

Story County Board of
Health/Environmental
Health

Story County Planning
and Development

Story County
Treasurer’s Office

Story County Attorney’s
Office

Iowa Department of
Natural Resources

Legal Aid Society
of Story County

Volunteers, Community
Agencies, and
Businesses

Religious Organizations

Landlords

JurisdictionOutside of Ames City
limits
• 1959 park application to Iowa Health Department
• Permitted for 72 units
• Current owner purchased the park in 2003 for
$300,000
• History of some violations, problems started in
earnest around 2004
• No municipal water or wastewater
• CyRide bus service

Why close Crestview?

County’s Goal:
Develop a safer, nuisance free environment for
the residents

Worked on compliance for water, wastewater,
burning, and solid waste related violations
The intention was never to close the park

“Another resident, who asked to remain nameless
out of fear of being evicted, said people who live at
Crestview refer to it as “The Last Resort” because
it’s where people end up when they can’t go
anywhere else.”

Nuisances, unsafe conditions
Story County Ordinance Chapter 55
“Public Health Nuisances”







Insecure domestic water supply
Untreated sewage
Hazardous buildings (structure, unsanitary, hazardous materials, defects)
Harboring pests, vermin
Rubbish, solid waste
Emission of dense smoke

Illegal burning

Alliant
Energy
routinely
called out
to park

Ames Tribune, June 1, 2000:
On March 3, 2000 Ames city officials warned residents to
avoid College Creek, which courses by scores of homes mostly
in west Ames, after tests showed the stream to be heavily
contaminated with fecal coliform bacteria.
According to the DNR, the creek has been polluted at least
sporadically for decades. DNR pledged to crack down on
College Creek’s Polluters.

Polluters identified in the article included two mobile home
parks, Hillside and Crestview, and three restaurants in Boone
County.

Complaints and problems continued

2014 Complaint from Post Office

2010
FLOODING

Crestview’s water source was one well, treatment
units in the shed next to the well, and old water lines:
 Old 1970’s well that did not provide sufficient
quantity
 Low pressure, line breaks
 Sporadic chlorine levels
 Could not hire a water operator, no one would work
with Crestview’s owner
 Hauling in water without DNR’s permission
 Board of Health placed a boil order on the park in
December 2015

Other Big Problems
■ Several tenants complain about “rent to own” leading to financial losses.
■ DOT took enforcement action for not providing a title after selling a

trailer.

■ Delinquent county property taxes.
■ About 15 trailers, received from another trailer park, were moved on site to be
used for parts, replacements, etc. resulting in racoons, rodents, and vermin
moving in. Also, the park was so full, emergency vehicles could not get through.

Water quality was turning into the most difficult hurdle for
compliance for the owner.
Possible solutions to be in compliance included:
1. Annex to City of Ames to receive water and sewer service
(easements, cost).

2. Reduce hook-ups to less than 15 --- A public water supply is defined
as having at least 15 service connections. All public water supplies
must have a certified operator or affidavit operator. The park owner
could not find anyone who would work for him as the certified
operator. By reducing the hook-ups, Crestview would no longer be
under DNR’s authority for the water system, and would no longer be
required to have a water operator.
3. Close

Several public meetings held to get input from residents.
Crestview owner decided to evict all but 14 trailers to be
out from under DNR authority.
To assist the residents that were evicted, Story County offered:

 $1,000 per trailer available





Deposit
Rent at new location
Storage units
Prepping of mobile home to be moved

 14 applications in total received, $6,782 spent plus staff time

Crestview owner to evict residents while ignoring water quality issues
Posted Apr 30, 2016
Residents of an Ames
area mobile home park
are facing eviction after
the park’s owner failed
to resolve complaints
over contaminated
water, which has
resulted in the park’s
occupants being under
a boil order since before
the first of the year.

December, 2016 Closure lifted
 Connections fixed

 Connections (and inhabited trailers) now at 14
 Owner reminded NOT to increase trailers in park
 Environmental Health conducted random samples
 Open burning strictly prohibited

June, 2017 Crestview Inspection revealed that it had 22
water connections, once again categorizing it as a public
water system, and back in violation.
Crestview mobile Home Park
Closed for good in June 2017

County worked with Crestview to get the titles and junking
certificates for the abandoned trailers

Second round of assistance from Story County
for remaining residents:
■ On 6/13/17 Story County Board of Supervisors approved
relocation assistance of up to $3,000 per occupied mobile
home for residents living in the park as of 6/1/17.
■ 13 households consisting of 17 individuals/family members
accessed relocation assistance

■ Total dollars spent: $25,398

Three trailers were ablaze when fire fighters arrived. Two fire fighters went to the ER.

Last resident out December 2017

Was it ethical…
■ To close a mobile home park that is home to low income/down on their luck
residents?
■ To NOT close the park?
■ To spend tax payers’ money to assist residents to move out of Crestview?

■ To give $70,000 for tax abatements for trailers?
■ To not investigate arson?

QUESTIONS?

LOCAL PERSPECTIVE:
WORKING WITH THE MEDIA

Nola Aigner Davis
Public Health Communications Officer
Polk County Health Department

WORKING WITH THE
MEDIA
Nola Aigner Davis
Public Health Communications Officer
Polk County Health Department

What information can local
public health disclose to the media?
■ Iowa Code § 139A.3(2)(b) provides that information regarding disease
investigations “provided to or maintained by the department, a local
board, or a local department, which identifies a person infected with
or exposed to a reportable or other disease or health condition, is
confidential and shall not be accessible to the public.” See also Iowa
Code § 22.7(16).
■ During an ongoing investigation, public health can only say this is an
ongoing investigation. Any additional information cannot be released.

What information can local
public health disclose to the media?
■ This law further provides in section (c) that when the Department and local
boards share information about a disease investigation with the public they
must do so “in a manner which prevents the identification of any person or
business” involved in the investigation. A business name can be released
to the public only when the state epidemiologist or the director of the
Department “determines such a release of information necessary for the
protection of the health of the public.”
■ Local boards cannot make the determination independently to release the
name of a business, that decision rests with the state epidemiologist and
the Department director.

What information can local
public health disclose to the media?
With respect to individuals, the Department follows its established policy
regarding release of confidential information to ensure it does not identify
persons involved in a disease investigation in a manner which would violate
section 139A.3.

Board Member’s Role
■ Local boards cannot make the determination independently to release the
name of a business, that decision rests with the state epidemiologist and
the Department director.
■ Your local health department may share information with you on a need to
know basis, however, you are NOT allowed to release information with
anyone else as it violates public health law.

Real Life Examples

Foodborne Outbreak: Roosevelt High School Staff
■ Players in investigation: PCHD, Department of Inspection and Appeals,
State Hygienic Lab, Roosevelt High School and Hy-Vee
■ Health Department cannot say anything during an investigation due to
public health law
■ Iowa Department of Inspection and Appeals have different rules and
can discuss organizations ahead of time
■ Looks like we are hiding information = following public health law

Real Life Examples
Communicable Disease Case: under age of 18

■ Received extreme media attention due to family posting on social media
■ Was not shared with media
–
–
–
–
–

Not a public health threat to the general public
Illness happened at specific event
Only one person was hospitalized
Disease was contained and source was identified
Product did not need to be pulled from public consumption

Real Life Examples
Polk County Health Department releasing positive cases of COVID-19 based
on zip code data.

■ Iowa law provides that certain information, data and records collected
under public health legal authority are confidential and may not be
disclosed to the public.
■ The law speaks to population identifiers. The concern is that the specific
information about populations could potentially breach confidentiality for
individuals.

Real Life Examples
■ Publishing positive test results by the zip code where someone lives can
promote stigma toward the residents of that zip code.
■ Incorrect assumptions can be made about that community that could
threaten their health and well-being.
– Ex. Stop wearing a mask and social distancing

■ Unless it informs decision-making about specific actions to take in a zip
code and provides support to a population, it could be more harmful than
useful. We never want to put our community in harm’s way by releasing
specific data.

Real Life Examples
COVID-19 and Homeless Shelter and Iowa State Fairgrounds
■ Disclosure of Confidential Public Health Information, Records or Data
Policy #CO 01-16-002
■ Iowa public health law provides that certain information, data and records
collected under public health legal authority are confidential and may not
be disclosed to the public. The law speaks to population identifiers. The
concern is that the specific information about populations could
potentially breach confidentiality for individuals.

In Closing
■ As a Board of Health member or a Board of Supervisor, you may be privy to
private and confidential public health information.
■ It is your role not to share with media, stakeholders, community, etc.

THANK YOU!
Nola Aigner Davis, MA
Public Health Communications Officer – Polk
County Health Department
Phone: (515) 286-3848
Email: nola.aigner@polkcountyiowa.gov

QUESTIONS?

Action Items
■ Review the Public Health Code of Ethics
■ Consider an creating/adopting an ethics policy for your county
■ Implement an ethical decision making approach when dealing with
public health problems in your county
■ Review the structure of your environmental health department in your
county
■ Identify individuals responsible for sharing information with the media,
stakeholders, and community members

